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AMERICAN NEWSPAPER COMMENT

"28 Million Tons of Ships"

Two Year Programme Speed Up

"The inner structure of the war is a good deal' clearer this morning + + + +

"Mr, Roosevelt scarcely even veiled the strategic implications of his Monday

night address; cataloguing the four major theaters of conflict, ho left the plain
inference that the American pirn contemplates holding, or helping to hold, the

Axis in the Par East, the Near East and Russia, while launching an offensive against

Germany in the west states the New York Herald-Tribune this morning, ‘The Power of

Germany must be broken on the battlefields of Europe’,

"For some time it has seemed reasonably evident that his was the broad

strategy + + + +

"The actual story of the last few weeks includes the incredibly stubborn

and heroic defense of Stalingrad + + + + The victory over Rommel, of for

reaching strategic significance; the Japanese stopped in the Solomons and in China;

and real progress in the sea war, not only on. the Atlantic lanes but in the

successful relief of Malta, These things count more than they nay seem to, and it

is not without reason that Mr. Churchill declares that ’The tendencies of war*

have recently ’continued to move in our favor*,”

The New York Times today states; "The United States commented on the Nazi

submarine campaign on Labor day by launching 174 ships, mostly naval vessels, but

including a number of cargo carriers, and laying down the keels for 49 more.

"We are producing: the means with which to sink or drive away the undersea

commerce raiders. We are also producing the cargo carriers. In August we were

doing two merchant ships a day one this north the Maritime Commission hopes for

three a day. This year’s goal of 8,000,000 tons of merchant shipping nay be

exceeded by as much as a million tons and next year 16,000,000 million ton programme

nay be pushed up to twenty million eons.

"A certain amount of cheer we can cereainly allow ourselves. The battle

of the cargo ships carried on so heroically and with so few heroic gestures in

the wild wastes of the Atlantic is an important as any battle + + + + "Just now

we arc gaining on the enemy. As the months pass we shall undoubtedly improve
still further on our methods and means of sea. warfare",
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